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ABSTRACT

1%describe in this paper t h e properties of indepcr~dent
comporients of optical flow of moving objects. Video sequences of objects seen by a n observer moving a t various angles, directions a n d distances are used to produce optical flow maps. Tliese maps a r e tl1e11processed
using independent component analysis wl~ichyields filters that resemble thc receptive fields of dorsal medial
superior temporal cells of the primate brain. Contraction, expansion, rotation and translation receptive
fields have been identified. Our results support Barlow's sensory coding theory and is in-line with other
work that dealt with t h e indeperide~~t
components of
image a n d video intensities.
1. INTRODUCTION

Barlow proposed about fourty years ago that the brain
could represent sensory informatiori using factorial
code [I]. More recently researchers have reported the
emergence of independent componerits from natural images [2] a n d video sequences [3] when entropy m a x mization techniques a r e used on their intensities. T h e
independent components of natural images have properties similar t o the localized edge receptive fields of
simple cells in the primary visual cortex of ruarnn~als.
Those of video sequences rese~nblelocalized spatiotemporal receptive fields - moving edge filters [4].
It is known that complex visual motion processing
is performed by the middle temporal (MT) and medial
superior temporal (MST) areas. In particular the dorsal region of MST (MSTd) has attracted a great deal
of neurophysiological interest because of its role in processing complex visual motion patterns. Cells in this
area h a w large receptive fields and respond selectively
to the expansion, rotation, and spiral rnot.ion sti~nuli
that are generated during obscrver motion.
t
1l1cR4T
Area h4STd rcceivcs its 11ri111aryi r ~ p u fro111
area. h l T cclls produce I ~ i g l ~sclcctivc
ly
rcspo~iscsto di-

rcctional motion and speed in their rclativcly small rcgions of the visual field. Hence it is corisidered their activities represent optical flow information, thougli representation aspects are not well understood. h4T cells
also respond to motion disparity.
If we extend the factorial representation/coding Iiypotliesis to A4T and AlST, the question is d l a t would
be independent components of comples motions and
hov~well they would fit to the properties of the reccp
tive fields of hlISTtl cells.
Zemel and Sejno~vski [5] liypotliesized co~nplesoptical flows produced by the combination of obseriw
motion with other indcpcndently moving objects Iwic
cornposed of multiple regular patterns t o ~vliichAlSTd
cells had been found to be selectively tuned and they
suggested a functional role for tllc h4ST area: to ellcode the ensemble of motion causes that generated the
complex flo~vfield. They proposed a n h4ST model
based upon an auto-encoder neural network, whicli was
trained by a c~oss-entropymeasure. Follo\vi~~g
training,
the filters of the hidden layer of the auto-encoder were
found to selectively respond to specific motion like rotation, contraction and translation.

..

We describe in this paper sin~ulationexperiments
aimed a t exploring the properties of independent components extracted from optical flolv of comples motion.
We have used a ray tracing system to generate video sequences of objects seen by a n observer moving a t varying distances, angles and directions. T h e optical flow
of the sequences was computed and independent c o n poncnts were extracted using an ICA algoritl~ui. Our
Iiypothesis was that filters produced using the analysis would have similarities with the reccptive fields or
RlSTd cells. An analysis of the independent cornponents revealed this similarity a d filters tuned to cow
traction, rotation and t r a n s l a t i o ~were
~
p r e s e ~ ~ tOur.
results support t l ~ ct.licor\: of scnsor); coding [~roposcti
by Barlow and cla1)oratcd Ity ot.l~c:rs[ G , 7 )

2. INDEPENDENT COMPONENT

ANALYSIS
Independent component analysis (ICA) is a n information maximisation method for extracting the causes or
sources from multidimensior~alobservations. ICA has
been applied to blind source separation a n d feature extraction problems.
ICA has been applied successfullj~t o the extraction of edges from still natural scene images [2] and
spatiotemporal edges from the intensities of video sequences [3].
In studies on feature extraction, observations like
natural images are assumed to be linear con~binations
of several underlying basis functions represented by the
columns of a matrix A and an underlying vector of
'cause', s [8: 91. Each element of vector s has its own
associated basis funtion, and represents a n underlying
'cause' of the image. The linear image synthesis rnodcl
is described by:

(a) video frame

(b) optical flows

Figure 1: Extract of a n example video sequence and its
associated optical flow

wliere x is ol,scrvat,ion sector and a, is a colurnn of
matrix A.
T h e underlying causes can be extracted I)y corrcsponding independent component filters w, \\41iclt cow
stitutes the rows of W.

where . operation denotes the inner product a d u , is
a n element of the recovered underlying cause u which
responds to a specific feature of observation x captured
by t h e related filter w,.
Tlte prob1e111 is to find W, if it exists, with the
assumption that underyling causes are statistically independent and this can be done by ICA algoritl~rns.111
the simulations we report belon. 1ve have used the IC.4
learning rule which maximizes the entropy of output y,
the nonlinear transformed versiou of u as reported by
Bell and Sejnon-ski [2].
3. O P T I C A L F L O W

Optical flow is a n approsirnat,ion to the 2-d motion field
- a projection o l the 3-d velocities of surface points onto
the imaging surface - from spatioternporal patterns of
I ~ ~cIoIr~n ,p o ~ ~ wof
ts
iniagc i r ~ t c ~ ~ s[lO].
i t y But C O I I I ~ I two
optical How a t c a d i oixcl is an ill-posed p r o b l e ~due
l ~ to
t,l~oiutrinsic lack of cor~st.~;ti~~ts.
Alost algoritl~lnst l ~ a t

use tcrr~l)oralderivatives to estimate the varying image
intensity fail to estract exact optical flow maps for the
images wl~ichcontain occlusions of objects, since they
assume smootlt clianges of intensities.
In order to deal \\-it11object occlusions, Nagel used
second-order derivatives to measure optical flow and
suggested oriented-snlootl~nessconstraints where smootlincss is not imposed across steep intensity gradients
(edges). This prevents smoothing over intensity discontinuities [ll, 101 most likely to represent object boundaries. Since our video sequences have many occlusions,
and Ixcause occlusions represent important inforrnation for motion segmentation, we selected Nagel's algorithm for optical Row computation.
In contrast with image intensities, each pixel in an
optical flows map 11% two components (called x and y
here) and thus a coding scl~enteis needed to apply indepeudent component analysis. The representation we
have used is the simplest. For each optical flow observation, we concatenated of all z components followed
by all y components.
4. E X P E R I M E N T S

4.1. M e t h o d s

All video sequences used i ~ rour si~nulationswere synt.l~ct.ic:sceiles creat.ed by a cornput.er p r o g r a n ~(Persisis 1)ubIicaIly available
tc~tc:eof Visiou R.ay Tracer, urI~ic:I~
a t I~tt.~~://\~~w~r.~~ovra~.org).
T l ~ i s1)rograln allows simu-

lation of dynamic scenes including various stationary or
moving objects, backgrounds and observer motions. A
scene contains upto three objects from a clioice of seven
types of objects - ball, cup, table, chair, cube, vase and
table lamp - and variouse backgrounds (texture) whicli
can be composed of planes of 5 different patterns. Figure 1 shows an extract of an exaniple video sequence
and the coniputed optical flow.
For each video sequence, a virtual space wit11 a
background was defined and the number of ol)jects was
set, together with an initial and final positions of an observer. Each object was placed a t random in the space.
Tlie sequence was generated as follows:
1. The field of view was GO x GO dcg.
2. Tlie observer was stationary with a probability of
113; Tlie observer moved in x-direction or z direction with probabilities of 1/3 and 2/3 respcctively; The observer could rotate to track a point
or an object.
3. An object could move in all directiotis indcpendently with a probability 1/5 in cadi of the x, y
aud z directions. Herice about 11alfof the objects
were in motion and any (complete or partial) occlusion of objects was allon~ed. In addition to
translation, an object could rotate independently
in the x-y plane.
For each sequence tlic ge~ierationparameters were
determined and a script was produced to generate a
video sequence. A total of 30 franles was produced by
specifying 3-D positions of the camera and each object
in the image and then updating the pose of tlie camera
and eacli object based on the rnotion pararneters. Tlic
script contained the description of the content of an
image and called a set of graphics routines supplied
in tlie ray-tracing package to render each image. The
script also used a library contained in tlie package tliat
included descriptions of the seven object shapes and
backgrounds.
A total of 15,000 movies were created. From tl~ese,
45,000 optical flow maps were extracted for training.
To produce an optical flow map, 15 frames were used
through gaussian smootliing. Tlie size of each franie
was 64 x 64 whicli corresponds to a GO x GO deg visual
field and due to the spatial srnootliing and a 2-to-1
subsampling, tlie size of the ~esultingoptical flow map
was 16 x 16. Hence, the training data consist,ed of
45,000 vectors of length 512 (optical flow map is 16 x 16,
and eacli clement has 2 di~t~ertsions).These vectors
were zero-mcaned and spl~ercdbefore l)eir~gused by
the ICA algoritlim.

We have used the Matlab ICA toolbox written by
Scott Makeig and colleagues, wllicli implements the
information maximization algorithm of Bell and Sejnowski with the natural gradient feature of Amari,
Cicliocki and Yang [12, 2, 131.
Tlie hyperbolic tangent funtion was used as tlie nonlinearity and no bias term was used. We have used PCA
preprocessing for dimension reductioti prior to applying ICA. PCA is typically used to reduce dimerisio~iof
input data based on sccorid order statistics.
4.2. Results

Figure 2 shows some of the filters extracted by ICA.
ICA was performed b o t l ~with and without PCA as a
preprocessing s t e p
In cases w11ere PCA was performed before ICA, tlie
yielded filters were meaningful. However without PCA,
the filters had too small receptive regions and slio\ivd
no regular patterns. This means tliat the number of
underlying basis functions to produce optical flow of
dynamic scenes was quite small cornpared to the dirncnsions of input data (512 here). Using PCA, we reduced
tlie dimensio~isof the input data to 50, 70, 100 and 200.
Afore than 200 principal components seemed to be too
many and less tlian 50 to be too small. Tlie number of
pr-icipal cotnpor~cntsbetween 50 arid 150 qualitatively
resulted in similar filters.
The IC.4 filters sliown in figure 2 correspond to a
PCA preprocessir~greducing the dimensions down to
100. The filters ill the top row arc receptive fields tliat
respond to contratio~iand espatisioti, the middle rolv
correspond to rotation and the third row corresponds
to translation.
Althougli tlie quantitative measure was not made
as yet for tlie selectivity of tl~eseunits, eacli filter can
be predicted to be spatially localized and selectively
responds to a specific type of motion.
The filters showu in the bott.om row of figure 2 can
be considered to respond to the combination of more
than two types of ~novements.Tliis could be similar to
t l ~ eresponse of MSTd cells that have been observed in
niany studies and that Duffy and Wurtz call double-,
triple-component rieurons [14].
To test the reponse patterns of each filter, 15,000
optical flows were generated froni 5,000 video sequences
wliicl~were produced using the same procedures as tlic
training set. The response pattern of eacli filter lor
tliese test data are slio~vniu figure 3. Figure 3(a) sliows
the nurnt)cr of output units (filters) whicl~give the out.put activatio~~
of cacli range. Outputs of all units nwc!
linerly ~lort~~alized
to haw t l ~ csamc rr~asitnwr~
valric!
over all input data and trivial irlput. stimulus a.l~icl~

(a) Sparseness

(b) Selectivity

Figure 3: Distribution of output amplitude for test patterns. The distribution of amplitude s l o w s the sparseness of output activation.
(a) Expansion/Contraction

(b) Rotation

contains little movememt were discarded. This normalization was to prevent redundant input which made all
output units inactive. As shown in the figure, due to
the learning constraints of ICA and the assumed distribution of underlying sources, the response patterns
shows sparseness of filters - only a small number of
units respond for a given input pattern.
Figure 3(b) shows the selectivity of the filters. Since
a filter responds only to preferred types of input and is
inactive for all others patterns, the ratio between the
maximum activity of a n output unit and its mean over
the testing set is quite large.
5. DISCUSSION AND F U T U R E WORK

(c) Tkanslation

(d) Combination

Figure 2: Examples of filters extracted by ICA

In this study, independent component analysis was performed on the optical flow of complex motion and the
resulting filters shorn characteristics that ressemble those
of MSTd cells.
The resulting filters were tuned to specific motion
patterns, were moderate in size and were localized in
their positions. Filters selective to translations, rotations, contractions and expansions have been observed.
However some important properties of MSTd cells
could not be observed explicitely from our present r e
sults. Firstly, some studies on MSTd reported cells
with some levels of position invariance. T h e linear filter model described in this paper could not show any
invariance. By introducing interactions between these
linear filters, i t is possible that position invariance can
be achieved to some extent [15, 51.
Secondly, more laborate modeling of M T cells is
required. Many units were selective t o vertical or horizontal tranlational movements and little were selective
t o translation a t arbitrary angles. This is probably due
to the fact that in the coordinate system we adopted
any movement could be represented as linear combination of vertical and hotizontal rnovcments. A more

elaborate model of MT cells like that of Nowlan and Sejnowski [lG] and that represents motion components
by population coding of many direction selective units
may be able to produce translation selective units a t
various angles. An alternative representation is to use
a log-Polar coordinate system similar to that used by
Grossberg and colleagues [17].
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